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if the proposed action will have a significant impact on an endangered or threatened species, the
agency will consult under the endangered species act of 1973, as amended, to develop a biological
opinion that assesses the impact of the proposed action on the species. the biological opinion would
also include reasonable and prudent measures, or alternative actions, that would avoid or minimize
any impacts to listed species. windows server security center helps prevent data loss by providing a
single point of management for security. it provides effective data loss prevention that works across
endpoints, using automated policy and detection logic for, for example, mail retention policies, on-
premises exchange, and the windows file protection mechanisms to help keep data safe and out of

reach for cybercriminals. as a result, windows server security center can prevent data loss by
disabling client devices that don’t meet security criteria. in this chapter, we discuss the various third-

party software products that you can use to secure e-mail traffic, including a spam filter, a virus
scanner, a bandwidth monitor, and a disk monitoring solution. e-mail traffic is protected at the

transport layer by the common use of secure socket layer (ssl) for e-mail transmission. the transport
layer security (tls) protocol is built on top of the ssl protocol to improve encryption and to prevent
data modification during transit. the client configuration process for secure sockets layer (ssl) and

the transport layer security (tls) is in most cases self-explanatory, but each requires its own
configuration settings.
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mapping out the authentication and session management lifecycle is an important step in
understanding how session management fits into your security architecture. the following sections

provide an overview of where and how session management interacts with the overall security
architecture. the sys manage set of tools is not intended to be a standalone tool, but rather an

integral part of an overall security architecture. however, it is important to understand the
relationships between components as well as the interactions with the overall security architecture.

from this, you can better understand how to fit the tools into your security architecture to best
protect your network. the sys manage tools are used to manage and protect the sys manage

account in the csps, rps, and data stores. they also provide a mechanism to enforce the
authentication and session management policies specified in this document. the sys manage tools

provide a uniform, well-defined interface that administrators can use to manage and deploy sys
manage accounts in a secure manner. the following sections provide an overview of how the tools
are used and related information. the sys manage tools are not designed to be used by individuals.

they are intended to be administered by it and security staff. these tools are intended for use on
trusted systems and networks, and are not intended to be used for personal use. the csps, rps, and
data stores interact with the sys manage tools through the sys manage account. the sys manage
account is a shared account that can be accessed by any csp, rp, or data store. the csps, rps, and

data stores authenticate users by proving that they are authorized to access the sys manage
account. the csps, rps, and data stores maintain a session against the sys manage account.
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